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Relying on a reward covariance rule (Williams, 1992), we show that the 
duration of a syllable can be modified in response to a perturbed reward 
profile, as implemented in a widely used lab conditioning paradigm.  

Consistent with behavioral data, the change in duration is specific to the 
target syllable. We see no interference with adjacent or non-adjacent 
syllables, both in the case of targeting for duration increase and decrease.  

3  Behavioral Adaptation with Reinforcement Learning

2  Reproducing HVCRA dynamics
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 Song timing: HVC (HVCRA neurons) 

   
  Synfire Chain (not robust)   
  Ring Attractor  (robust) 
   
   

  AdEx with delays; 3- 6 spikes, 6- 10 ms    
  duration (~ HVCRA neurons)    

Specific Adaptive Learning  
(~ behavioral 
experiments) 

 Discussion and Conclusion4

1. We implement a synfire chain with adaptive leaky integrate 
and fire neurons with synaptic delays and show that the weights 
between layers can be modified only within a narrow range, the 
width of which decreases as we increase the number of neurons 
per layer.  

 2. An alternative hypothesis is that the gradual propagation of an 
activity bump is driven  in HVC by attractor dynamics.   In particular, a 
linear attractor, also referred to as ring  attractor, can drive a drifting 
activity bump with robust and resilient properties thanks to  recurrent 
connections. 

 Modelling motor timing in sonbirds: Synfire Chain vs. Ring Attractor.1

  

- Using the rate based model, only a a short duration bump profile can be generated, but  a small membrane time constant (1 ms) is 
necessary to reproduce the 10 ms burst durations.  With the spiking (SNN) model, we acquire results similar to the ones observed in the 
rate model, but are able to  generate experimentally-observed neuronal dynamics with bioplausible parameters. 

Exponential Integrate & Fire neuron with adaptation (AdEx) and conduction delays:
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Temporal control is crucial for  the generation of 
coordinated movements during sensorimotor tasks.  

 What do songbirds te! us about timing? 
In male zebra finches, the premotor nucleus HVC (proper 

name) is responsible for the precise control of song tempo, 
becoming as such an ideal model for action timing.

How to model motor timing in HVC, in accordance with  
- electrophysiological (3-6 spikes, 6 -10 ms burst) and  
- behavioral (specificity in adaptive learning) evidence? 

Current computational models of HVC rely on synfire chains. 
We propose attractor models as an alternative. 

Introduction
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m(x, t) = − m(x, t) + G[Iext(x, t) + Isyn(x, t) − T + τnσnη(x, t)] *
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Rate  Based Model:

Mean Firing Rate across Time, m(x, t) Mean Firing Rate across Time, m(x, t)
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SNN
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ΔW
White noise

Syllable 1 		 Target Syllable 	 	 Syllable 3

Hahnloser et al., Nature 2002

* : mean firing  rate of neuron  at time , : semi-linear gain function, 
: membrane time constant, : external input, : synaptic input, : 

threshold,  : zero mean Gaussian white noise.

m(x, t) x t G
τ Iext Isyn T

τnσnη(x, t)

** : membrane potential, C: membrane capacitance, : leak conductance, : 
leak reversal potential, : adaptation variable, : threshold, : slope factor.
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Song circuitry

Time- locked neuronal activity


